“FILL IN THE BLANK”
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Across
1. Got a hole-in-one
5. Camera on the Hill?
10. Subject of a Monty Python song
14. Smoked salmon variety
15. Makes less difficult
16. Sugar source
17. Agatha Christie title
20. One of 32 Beethoven compositions for piano
21. Primary arteries
22. False lupine
26. Cartoon dog
29. ___ Lama
30. Write in one’s journal, nowadays
34. Burns, for example
35. State of bliss
37. What one may be for
38. Harming one’s reputation, with “on”
41. Blaze, sometimes
42. Draft letters
43. Protest for which pillows may be useful
44. St. Lawrence, for one
46. Become more adverse
47. It means “covenant” in Hebrew
49. Piglet’s pal
50. Mathematical phenomenon occurring at phase transitions
57. Fisher princess?
58. She sings 59 Across
59. “Comme autrefois, dans la nuit sombre” for one
60. Purim’s month
61. Yankee outfielder
62. TV personality Clark
63. Neuter
64. Team that often plays in pick-up games
65. Resorts

Down
1. Social picnic attendees?
2. Salmon variety
3. Smoothed
4. Adjusters assess it
5. Pertaining to pomp
6. Crew equipment
7. Troupe for troops
8. Sun. talk
9. No longer pent
10. Mummy's talisman
11. Multilateral agreement
12. Singer Paul
13. Persian’s counterpart
18. “Now come ___ my mother!” (Shak.)
19. Salmon to be
23. Stitches for a better fit
24. “The King”
25. Delhi breads
26. Stew vegetables
27. John ___
28. Later in this document
31. Stows cargo
32. Stan’s partner
33. Brunswick, GA’s county
35. Home of Seton Hall University School of Law
36. Like May flowers
39. Bottom score in duplicate bridge
40. Nincompoops
45. They are measured in basis points
46. “The Bumboat ___ Story” (Bab ballad)
48. Try to get by
49. Engine-wing connector
50. Fall off the pace
51. “Venerable” monk
52. Persian bread?
53. California valley
54. Voyage
55. Costa ___
56. Rarely pauses for breath?
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